Web Site Design Requirements – Interim Review

There will be a preliminary peer review on October 24 to identify areas of improvement and a final review on December 19. See the class calendar.

Minimum acceptable for credit

- Author present for Peer Review at start of class
- WebEx Page Menu accessible from my “class” page
- There is a working link from WebEx Page to your Home Page, Blog and Image Project pages

Points will be deducted for any the following not incorporated in your web site design.

- **Grid layout with a Title**
- **Obvious or stated objective in Header relevant to the theme.**
- **Descriptive link names and working links to pages that you created plus existing WWW pages**
  - You must have at least two support web pages that you created plus at least one existing WWW page (for the preliminary review the support pages may simply state what information will be provided in final design).
  - Consistency of page format.
  - Link back to Home Page
- **Readability – font style, size contrast**
- **Use of color design – text, backgrounds**
- **Adheres to the basic web page design criteria “dos and don’ts” discussed in class and the paper handed out “Principles of website design for an appealing web site.”**
- **Creative use of VISTA elements. Image and Text element of VISTA for preliminary review.**
- **The VISTA elements must be ones you create not simply downloaded or linked.**
- **Link to Blog**